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Abstract
An experimental study was performed to identify the surge inception dynamics and to
demonstrate an active surge control on a 600 HP class Allison 250-C30 gas turbine engine.
Throttling orifices inserted between the compressor and the combustor were used to move the
steady state operating line toward the surge line. The compressor was then adjustably throttled
into surge using water injection downstream of the throttling orifices. The actuation for forced
response tests and feedback surge control was one-dimensional high pressure air injection
through the inducer bleed slots near the impeller face. The air injection was modulated with a
high speed valve which has a bandwidth of 310 Hz. The baseline of interest was 95% design
speed with the steady mean air injection.
System identification at the baseline conditions identified a surge mode at 30 Hz and an acoustic
mode at 100 Hz. High speed data showed that during surge inception a period of 100 Hz
oscillation is followed by a few cycles of 30 Hz oscillation. The surge mode oscillation appears
as a short burst which lasts only for 1 or 2 cycles prior to surge.
A resonance analysis with the estimated engine parameters showed that a distributed model,
which accounts for the compressibility in the duct of the compression system, can predict both
resonance frequencies.
Various linear control laws were designed and tested. However, none of them eliminated the
strong 100 Hz acoustic resonance from the downstream of the compressor. No stable operating
range extension was achieved. A new actuator for the downstream of the compressor must be
developed for further study of the surge inception mechanism and active surge control.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Among the three major components (i.e. compressor, combustor, and turbine) of modem
gas turbine engines, the compressor has the lowest component efficiency in general.
Because of an inherent aerodynamic instability, so called surge and/or rotating stall,
compressors are designed to operate with a certain amount of safety margin which is
usually obtained at the expense of lower performance. This thesis investigates the
feasibility of implementing feedback control on the compressor of a helicopter engine to
control surge.
1.1 Description of the Problem
The compressor of a gas turbine engine has an inherent aerodynamic instability
because of the adverse pressure gradient across it. Just as an airfoil stalls due to a
boundary layer separation, compressor blades stall when the axial flow rate is reduced.
Typically, axial compressor stall is initiated from a tip leakage vortex generated in the
gap between the blade and the casing. The fully developed stall cell propagates and
rotates at a fraction of the rotor speed. This is called rotating stall. Rotating stall becomes
locked in and induces a pressure drop in the combustor and overheating due to reduced
airflow in the combustor. The engine must be decelerated to escape from this locked-in-
stall condition.
Compressor instability often leads to surge, a violent oscillation of airflow through
the entire compression system. In a high speed compressor, surge can result in a
periodically reversed flow though the compressor, which accompanies a strong unsteady
aerodynamic loading on the compressor blades. In contrast, surge appears as a milder
pulsing of the flow in a low speed compressor. A detailed review of theses phenomena
can be found in Greitzer[1].
Surge is initiated when the pumping ability of the compressor becomes less than the
level to overcome the back pressure in the combustor. This condition can be caused either
by a drop in compressor pressure rise such as that caused by rotating stall, or by a rise of
combustor pressure, due to fuel flow increase. Under these conditions, a large volume of
high pressure air in the combustor can blow forward through the compressor emptying
the combustor, and then the combustor subsequently fills up again. This self-excited cycle
is repeated until some proper action is taken. The typical frequency of surge oscillations
is about 10 Hz. It is characterized by a loud banging noise and reversed flow.
Figure (1.1) compares surge and rotating stall. Surge is generally considered to be the
more important instability in centrifugal compressors [2], whereas rotating stall has a
more pronounced effect in axial compressors.
1.2 Motivation for Surge Control
Figure (1.2) is a compressor map which shows the performance of a compressor
plotted against corrected mass flow and pressure ratio. The speed line is limited by choke
at high mass flow and by surge at low mass flow. The latter is of special interest because
compressor efficiency is generally higher near the surge line. As mentioned above, the
compressor operating line is designed with enough surge margin to guarantee safe
operation in any environment.
Epstein et al.[3] in 1989 proposed that surge and rotating stall could be avoided with
active control by suppressing linear oscillations before they grow into surge or rotating
stall. If the surge line can be moved by active control, the operating point of the
compressor can be placed at a point where the efficiency is higher with the same surge
margin. Figure (1.3) illustrates this concept of "smart engine".
Direct benefit of surge control is compressor performance improvement. Additional
benefits are enhanced engine performance, lower engine inlet drag, and increased aircraft
range, etc.
1.3 Previous Work
This section briefly reviews previous surge control researches on centrifugal
machines.
Bodine [4] reported 16% flow range extension in a Merlin two-stage centrifugal
compressor with 1.7 lb/sec design mass flow rate using an acoustic absorber in the
downstream duct. However, detailed measurements on the dynamic behavior of the
machine were not published.
Amann et al. [5] demonstrated reduced surge flow rate in a centrifugal compressor of
an automotive turbine engine with design mass flow rate of about 4 lb/sec and pressure
ratio of about 3.7. They modified the casing by adding a chamber which was connected to
the exit of the impeller through a circumferential slot.
Ffowcs Williams et al. [6], Pinsley et al. [7], Gysling et al. [8] demonstrated feedback
surge control on lab scale turbocharger rigs. Ffowcs Williams et al. achieved surge
control by incorporating a controlled plenum with a loud speaker. Pinsley et al. used a
variable throttle valve to modulate discharge flow rate from the plenum. In both cases, the
sensed variable was plenum pressure, which was fed to the control unit. In Gysling et al.,
a tailored structure was used in the plenum to modify the compression system's dynamic
behavior; a tuned movable wall extended the flow range of the turbocharger by roughly
25%.
In Di Liberti et al. [9], a digital controller was used to provide optimum frequency and
phase shift over a large range of frequencies which was necessary to stabilize all the
modes in the system including acoustic resonance in the long inlet pipe. The control
scheme was similar to the one used by Pinsley et al., i.e. plenum exit flow modulation
with plenum pressure sensor.
Feedback control of surge in centrifugal compressor rigs has been successfully
demonstrated by different researchers. Various papers on application of surge control in a
working engine with a centrifugal compressor have been published, as described below.
Ffowcs Williams et al. [10] conducted an experiment on a Rover IS/60 auxiliary
power unit, capable of supplying 60 HP. This plant has a single stage centrifugal
compressor with pressure ratio approximately 3:1. 100 psig compressed air was inbled
into the combustor. Mean inbleed was used to throttle the compressor and unsteady
modulation was used as an actuator of surge control. The feedback variable was
combustor pressure. Surge was triggered by injecting excessive fuel into the combustor,
which suddenly increases combustor pressure. The researchers claimed that the controller
recovered engine from existing surge cycle. However, no discernible flow range
extension was demonstrated.
A couple of years later, Ffowcs Williams et al. [11] published feedback control
experiments on the same engine. Diffuser channel pressures were used as sensors and
modulated 100 psig air was fed to a point at the outer edge of the impeller eye. Engine
surge was established by slowly increasing load via a waterbrake dynamometer. They
asserted that the control system produced an increase of more than 10% in delivered
power before surge, with a corresponding decrease of 2.6% in corrected mass flow.
To the author's knowledge, although feedback control has been successfully
demonstrated its effect in centrifugal compressor rigs, there hasn't been a paper that
showed flow range extension in a rigorous way, i.e. on a compressor map, by applying
active surge control on a working engine with a centrifugal compressor.
Al-Essa [12], working in the Gas Turbine Lab on the same Allison 250-C30 engine
this thesis will consider, investigated presurge behavior and also measured the forced
response of the engine. Growth of two presurge modes was identified at 95% Ncorr surge;
one at 30 Hz and the other at 100 Hz. Forced response data showed that the
corresponding modes became less damped as the compressor throttled closer to surge.
1.4 Objective of Current Research
There are two 600 HP class helicopter engines at the MIT Gas Turbine Lab. One is an
AlliedSignal (formerly Lycoming) LTS-101 gas generator and the other is an Allison 250-
C30P turboshaft engine. Experiments performed on the Allison 250-C30P engine will be
presented in this document. The ultimate goal of this ongoing research is to demonstrate
active surge control on a high performance gas turbine engine. This thesis presents a part
of this work, and is aimed to answer the following primary questions:
* How is the surge inception of the engine at high speed characterized?
* Are the characteristic frequencies of the presurge oscillations well represented by
a lumped parameter model?
* Do the control laws designed based on linear control theory give the predicted
results in a gas turbine application?
* Is it possible to prevent all the identified presurge oscillations from growing into
surge with feedback control, using hardware already available in the lab, i.e. air
injection modulation through the inducer bleed slot?
* Can the stable flow range of a gas turbine engine be extended, if all the presurge
modes could be suppressed by a feedback control with the actuation scheme
mentioned above?
1.5 Thesis Overview
This thesis comprises five chapters. A description of the experimental facility and
procedures is provided in chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents system identification which
includes presurge high speed data analysis, forced response test, and resonance analysis.
Chapter 4 discusses the design and test results of various feedback control laws
developed during the course of research. Finally, chapter 5 summarizes this thesis and
provides recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Facility and Procedures
All of the experiments presented in this thesis were conducted on the Allison 250-C30P
helicopter engine at MIT Gas Turbine Lab.
2.1 Engine and Test Facility
2.1.1 Allison 250-C30P Turboshaft Engine
The Allison 250-C30P engine is a 600 HP class helicopter engine with a single stage
centrifugal compressor. It is one of the most popular helicopter engines currently in
service. Figure (2.1) is an engine air flow path schematic.
Air goes through the compressor, which consists of a centrifugal impeller and a vaned
diffuser. Compressed air is then collected in two scrolls. Two discharge tubes deliver air
to the combustor. A two-stage gas producer turbine extracts power from the combustion
gas to drive the impeller. The gas then spins a two-stage power turbine which is
connected to the output shaft via a gear box. Table (2.1) summarizes design specifications
of the engine.
Pressure Ratio - 9:1
Corrected Mass Flow Rate - 6 lbm/s
Gas Producer Speed (N1) 51,000 RPM
Power Turbine Speed (N2) 30,650 RPM
Power Output Shaft Speed 6,016 RPM
Power Output - 600 HP
Table (2.1) Allison 250-C30P engine design specifications
2.1.2 Waterbrake
A KAHN (model 101-130) waterbrake is used to load the output shaft of the engine.
Load is determined by the level of water in the waterbrake and the water level is
controlled by two valves. The upstream valve (USV) sets the feed flow rate and
downstream valve sets drainage flow rate. Figure (2.2) shows a schematic of the
waterbrake system.
2.1.3 Fuel Control System
The fuel control system consists of two sub-components; the gas producer fuel control
and the power turbine governor. The gas producer fuel control has three positions (off-
idle-max) that can be set by the operator. When the gas producer fuel control is at max,
the power turbine governor overrides the gas producer fuel control and schedules fuel
flow to maintain constant output shaft speed (usually 90-100% N2) regardless of the load.
The output shaft speed can be adjusted by changing the power turbine governor lever
position. This mechanism is useful because most helicopters change lift by changing
collective pitch of the rotor blades with rotor speed remaining constant. The power
turbine governor brings up N1 by increasing fuel flow to generate more power that is
required to maintain the same N2 when the gas producer fuel control is at max and
loading increases.
2.1.4 Engine Loading Procedure
Since the experiment conducted here is on compressor aerodynamics, N is the main
variable that we want to set to a certain speed. To obtain the desired NI, the operator uses
the waterbrake loading combined with power turbine governor lever angle. The following
is the typical procedure to bring up N1 to a test point (- 95% N1cor).
* Set USV=0O%, DSV=55%, and power turbine lever-3%.
* Turn on the fuel, igniter, and starter.
* Move gas producer fuel control lever from off to idle when N=l 16%.
* Turn off the starter and igniter when N1=60%.
* Idle for 3 minutes.
* Move the power turbine lever to 10%, which increases N2 slightly.
* Open USV to 40% in increments of 5%, which starts loading the output shaft.
* Move the gas producer lever to max when N2 begins to droop due to the load.
* Open USV in 2% increments until the test Nco,,, is reached. The power turbine
lever can be used for slow acceleration near 85% Nco, and fine adjustment of
Ncor near the test point.
2.2 Compressor Throttling Method
To surge the engine, the compressor must be throttled so that it approaches surge line
along a constant speedline. Since this engine is a high performance commercial helicopter
engine, all the design parameters are well optimized. Modification of the engine for a
research purpose is extremely constrained by this fact, and major problems occur in the
throttling process. In most research compressor rigs, there is a variable area throttle
downstream of the compressor to alter the mass flow rate through the compressor. This
throttle valve is used to move the operating point of the compressor along a constant
speedline. However, in this engine application, airflow rate through the combustor cannot
be reduced, because this would cause the turbine inlet temperature to reach the maximum
recommended limit. So the throttling method should be able to throttle the compressor
without reducing airflow rate through the combustor.
One way of doing this is to inject air into the discharge tubes which are located
between the compressor and combustor. By injecting air in between, the compressor can
be throttled without decreasing mass flow rate into the combustor, since the corrected
mass flow rate through the nozzle guide vane (NGV*) remains constant, i.e. choked. This
method requires a compressed air supply with higher pressure than the compressor exit
* NGV is located between the exit of the combustor and the inlet of the first turbine blade row.
pressure and enough mass flow rate for long periods of operation, which is not available
in the lab.
For this reason, water injection into the discharge tubes was chosen as a compressor
throttling method. Two elements were added in the gas path to achieve this; a throttling
orifice and a water injection nozzle. The locations of the throttling orifices and the water
injection nozzles are shown in Figure (2.1). Water is filtered with deionization filters
before being injected into the engine.
2.2.1 Throttling Orifices
If water injection is used by itself to drive the compressor into surge, the amount of
water required to reach the surge line would cause flame out in the combustor. Throttling
orifices, tested and provided by Allison Engine Company, were inserted at the inlets of
the discharge tubes to restrict the flow and consequently to move the operating line
toward the surge line within the turbine inlet temperature limit. Figure (2.3) shows the
throttling orifices. All the tests presented in this thesis were accomplished with the 5-bar
inserts.
2.2.2 Water Injection Nozzles
Deionized water is injected through nozzles into the discharge tubes to adjustably
throttle the engine to surge. To produce fine droplets, a high pressure water pump is used
to generate about 1500 psia and atomizers are utilized as nozzles.
Deionization Filter U.S.Filter (1 carbon, 2 mixed bed-typel), below 1M 0K-cm
Water Pump Cat Pumps, model 350
Flow Meter Micro Motion, Inc., model CMF050H320NU
Flow Transmitter Micro Motion, Inc., model RFT9739E 1SUJ
Nozzle Spraying Systems, Hollow Cone 1/4-NN 18
Injector Location 12 inches downstream of obstruction ring
Table (2.2) Water injection system
With the 5-bar throttling orifices on both discharge tubes, the maximum injected mass
flow rate required to surge the engine is about 6.6% (rhcr, ex )d,,des . Water pressure is
regulated with a Whitey valve to vary the injected mass flow rate. Nozzles are attached in
the direction of the airflow in the discharge tubes. See figure (2.1). Table (2.2)
summarizes the water injection system.
2.3 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition
Measured data in this thesis are divided into two groups. One is steady state
performance measurements. The other is high speed dynamic measurements. Two
separate data acquisition computers are used to record data. A Dell 433DE PC is used for
engine operation, engine parameter monitoring, and steady state engine performance data
recording. A Dell 425E PC is dedicated to the high speed dynamic data acquisition.
2.3.1 Steady State Performance Measurement
A computer program for engine operation, monitoring, and data recording was
developed by Bell[14], Borror[15], Corn[16], and Al-Essa[12] using real time process
control software by Iconics, called Genesis. Steady state data is logged at a sampling rate
of 2 Hz (unless mentioned otherwise) by the Genesis program and used as engine
operating point measurement. The most important use of the steady state data in this
research is to determine compressor operating point on the compressor map. To minimize
the effect of test cell temperature change (continuous rise and unsteady fluctuation) on the
measurements, Setra pressure transducers which measure Pi and P3 are air cooled with a
fan that blows air from outside of the test cell.
* The design corrected mass flow at the compressor exit. All the mass flows are non-dimensionalized
with this quantity.
Measurement Parameter Sensor Estimated error Measurement
calculated from at 95% Nicorr* location
the
measurement
P1  rhco Setra, model 0.59 % Bellmouth
239
P3  1 Setra, model 0.37 % Tapped from a
402D pneumatic line
coming from
scroll
Pambient thcorr , r Setra, model 0.1 % Inlet duct
370
Tambient Nlcorr Type K 2.1 ° C FOD screen at
thermocouple the inlet
N1  Nicorr Engine 0.15 % N tachometer,
tachometer updated every 2
sec
mthr_,nj _hirmJ McCrometer V- 3.0 % Upstream of the
cone flowmeter valve
Table (2.3) Engine steady state data measurements for the compressor operating
point determination
Calculated parameter Estimated uncertainty at 95% Nlcorrt
hcorr, exit 0.29 %
.r 0.38 %
NIlcorr 0.39 %
Table (2.4) Estimated uncertainties of the calculated parameters
* Al-Essa[12], except hair in.
+ Al-Essa[12], except thCorr, exit"
Also inlet ducting which connects engine inlet to the outside of the building, is
insulated to reduce inlet temperature fluctuation which caused oscillation of corrected
speed. Table (2.3) is a summary of steady state measurements which are used to calculate
the operating point. Estimated uncertainties of the calculated parameters are shown in
table (2.4). Details can be found in Al-Essa[12].
2.3.2 High Speed Unsteady Measurement
To study the unsteady dynamics of the engine, it is essential to use high speed sensors.
In this research, high speed pressure sensors by Kulite are used. Kulite pressure
transducers have a bandwidth above 100 kHz and rugged enough to be used in engine
experiments. However, copper cooling lines with a constant water flow are wrapped
around the sensor inlets to prevent possible overheating.
Axial location Tap ID Circumferential Kulite model t
location*
Inlet 101 150 XCS-062-5D
102 750 XCS-062-15G
103 1350 XCS-062-5D
104 1800 Not used
105 2550 XCS-062-5D
106 2950 XCS-062-5D
Vaneless space S07 00 XCQ-062-50G
S08 600 XCQ-062-50G
S09 1200 XCQ-062-50G
S10 1800 Not used
S11 2400 XCQ-062-50G
Scroll SCR 900 (starboard side) XCQ-062-250G
Combustor COM 180 (bottom) XCQ-062-250G
Table (2.5) High speed sensors and their locations
* Angle from the top dead center in anticlockwise direction when viewed from the front.
t Model number indicates range of the transducer. For example, XCQ-062-50G has a full range of 50
psig.
To connect these pressure transducers to the engine gas path, 14 static pressure taps
are attached at 4 different axial locations. The 4 locations are compressor inlet, vaneless
space, scroll, and combustor. Figure (2.4) shows pressure tap axial locations. A total of
12 taps are used in this research; 5 inlet taps, 5 vaneless space taps, 1 scroll tap, and 1
combustor tap. Table (2.5) shows static pressure taps, their locations, and Kulite sensors
used.
Raw signals from the Kulite transducers are conditioned with DC instrumentation
amplifiers. Before the conditioned analogue signals are sent to the A/D board, they are
filtered through an 8-pole anti-aliasing filter which is set to 1020 Hz cutoff frequency. A
16 channel anti-aliasing filter board is installed in a Standard 286 PC. A Dell 425E PC
with 2 A/D cards is used to record high speed data. All the data presented in this thesis
are taken at a sampling rate of 4 kHz which is about 5 times N1. Figure (2.5) shows an
overview of the high speed data acquisition system (inside the broken lines).
2.4 Actuation System for Active Control
The actuation scheme used to force the aerodynamics of the compressor is high
pressure air injection at the impeller inducer bleed slots using a high speed control valve.
100 psig, oil-free air is supplied by a Sullair industrial air compressor and dryer system.
Figure (2.6) shows a schematic of air injection feed system.
2.4.1 Inducer Bleed System
The compressor of the Allison 250-C30P engine has an inducer bleed system. See
figure (2.4) (a), which is a cross-sectional view of the compressor with inducer bleed
system. The inducer bleed system is composed of circumferential slots on the impeller
inducer shroud, a circumferential collecting plenum, and a bleed port which is located at
about 35 clockwise (viewed from front) from the top dead center.
At low speed, the inducer bleed system bleeds air out, increasing air flow rate at the
face of the impeller, which reduces inducer angle of attack and decreases the chance of
inducer stall. This improves part speed stability, especially near 85 % Nlco,, where the
pinch point* is. At high speed, the bleed system sucks in air from outside, which reduces
inducer choking. On the standard operating line, bleed direction changes between 95% to
100% N1co,,. Consequently, at 95% Nlco,,, where most of the surge tests are done, the
compressor still bleeds outward. To use this bleed system as an actuation system, some
modifications were necessary, Al-Essa[12]. Figure (2.7) is schematic of modified inducer
bleed piping.
Actuation system was tested by Al-Essa[12] with hot wires placed at various
circumferential locations of the inducer bleed slot while the engine was off. This test
showed that the actuation is axisymmetric (one-dimensional) up to 100-120 Hz.
Since the operating line of the engine with 5-bar obstruction rings is shifted toward
the surge line, it is indispensable to let the impeller bleed out during acceleration.
Although efforts are made to accelerate slowly when speed crosses near 85% Nlcor,
sometimes the compressor is driven into surge. This is because the compressor operating
point deviates from the steady operating line during the transient (near the surge line
during acceleration and away from the surge line during deceleration). So the pipe that is
connected to the inducer bleed port is bifurcated to accommodate the two different
functions required. One branch has a pneumatic on-off valve which remains open until
the air injection test begins at 95% Nlcofr, assisting acceleration without surge and closed
when the air injection test initiates. The high speed valve is connected on the other pipe.
* Operating point where the surge margin is smaller than at other operating points.
2.4.2 High Speed Valve
The high speed valve was designed by Bemdt[17]. The actuator and corresponding
control electronics unit were produced by MOOG Inc. Figure (2.8) is a schematic of the
actuator. It is composed of two major components; a linear servo motor and a valve.
The mass flow rate of the 100 psig, oil-free air is modulated by the area of the choked
slots, which is controlled by the valve sleeve. Figure (2.9) is the steady mass flow
characteristic of the valve with a supply pressure of about 95 psig. Minimum leakage
flow rate is about 1.8% (corr, exit )des . Mean injection flow rate with 0 volt input is about
3.4% (rhcorr, exit )des and maximum flow rate is about 4.9% (hcorr, ex,t )des
Transfer function of the actuator (valve command to valve position) is in figure
(2.10). Bandwidth of the actuator is about 310 Hz. Figure (2.11) shows pole locations of
the transfer function fitting.
2.4.3 Injected Airflow Rate Measurement
To calculate compressor exit flow rate, injected flow rate must be measured and
added to the compressor inlet flow rate. Compressor inlet flow rate is measured with a
calibrated bellmouth. Injected airflow rate is measured with a McCrometer V-cone
differential pressure flowmeter. An ITT Barton transmitter converts physical quantities
into electrical signals and sends it to the KEP Supertrol-2 flow computer. A flow
computer calculates mass flow rate from measured pressure difference and temperature.
Through an RS-232 serial port, mass flow rate is sent to the Genesis computer which
records steady state data. An overview is in figure (2.6).
Mean injection flow should be measured during unsteady valve modulation to find the
steady state operating point of the compressor. Since the flowmeter used is not designed
to measure accurate mean flow rate when the flow is unsteady, its characteristic is
investigated against a rotameter which measures volume flow rate with a float and is less
sensitive to pressure fluctuation generated by the valve motion. The results show that the
differential pressure flowmeter overestimates the mass flow rate compared to the
rotameter when the valve is modulated with a 100 Hz sine wave (figure (2.12)). The
difference between the two measurements becomes larger as the amplitude of the sine
wave increases and goes up to more than 10% of the steady mean flow rate measured
with 0 volt input to the valve. A 30 gallon (113 liter) compressed air tank is added
between the high speed valve and the flowmeter as an accumulator to dampen pressure
fluctuations upstream of the high speed valve. Figure (2.12) shows a comparison between
the DP flowmeter and rotameter for 3 frequencies before the accumulator is installed.
Figure (2.13) is after accumulator is added. The overestimation near 100 Hz is resolved
and the DP flowmeter is used to measure mean injected mass flow. The data is recorded
in the PC automatically through the flow computer.
2.5 Control Law Implementation Equipment
To realize feedback compensators, a digital computer is used with A/D and D/A
boards. Figure (2.5) includes a schematic of the control system. Control law programs in
FORTRAN developed by J.S. Simon, C.M. Van Schalkwyk, and L. Didierjean are
modified for this research. The major advantage of using a digital computer to implement
control laws, over an analogue circuitry, is its flexibility. Different kinds of control laws
can be realized by modifying FORTRAN codes.
A Dell 450/T is dedicated as a control PC. It has two cards installed to perform as a
controller. A Data Translations DT2801 12-bit A/D card converts input signals to digital
counts and A FORTRAN program reads them using a DMA process. Maximum sampling
rate is 13700 Hz and is split into the number of channels needed. 5 to 7 channels are used
in most of the experiments, depending on the specific requirement. Consequently, the
sampling rate is 2740 Hz to 1957 Hz which is close to the Nyquist frequency requirement
with anti-aliasing filter set at 1020 Hz. However, the possible aliasing near the Nyquist
frequency (- 1000 Hz) does not cause a problem, because the bandwidth of the actuator is
about 310 Hz.
The number of channels must sometimes be increased beyond the number of channels
needed. As the amount of calculations becomes bigger, the computational delay
overwhelms the sampling rate, and the DMA process updates A/D readings every two
sampling instants, which actually increases sampling time by a factor of two. This can be
overcome by increasing number of channels and accordingly slowing down the sampling
rate.
The output value of the control law calculated in the computer is converted into an
analog signal with a D/A board. A Burr Brown PCI-20093W-1 12-bit card with ± 5 V
output range is used. Since the valve command input has a range of + 10 V, a Pacific
Scientific 8650 amplifier is used with gain of 2. Both the valve command and position are
recorded by the high speed data acquisition PC, and valve position is monitored in real
time with a digital oscilloscope.
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Chapter 3
System Identification
This chapter presents system identification, including presurge behavior analysis, forced
response tests, and resonance analysis. The high speed measurements, which provide
information on the unsteady behavior of the engine prior to surge, have been analyzed.
Transfer functions of the system are derived from the forced response test. A resonance
analysis using simple models has been done to identify the observed modes. In the next
chapter, linear control laws are developed based on the information presented in this
chapter.
3.1 Presurge Behavior at 95% Nicorr
Since this thesis is concentrating on surge control of the Allison 250-C30 engine at
95% Nicorr, high speed data taken prior to surge at that corrected speed are analyzed to
investigate unsteady presurge behavior of the engine. Data with mean air injection are the
baseline for data with modulated air injection which are presented in the next chapter,
since in those tests the actuator is modulated about mean air injection level studied here.
3.1.1 Presurge Data Analysis
The high speed data taken prior to surge is processed in two ways. One is to use
digital filters, and the other is to use the power spectral density. They are explained in the
following.
Time Trace with Digital Filtering
Pressure traces for 650 msec (- 520 rotor revolutions) prior to surge are plotted in the
time domain. Five inlet static pressure traces are plotted on one plot. Figure (3.3) is an
example of five static pressure traces at the inlet. The vertical axis indicates the
circumferential locations of the pressure taps in degrees, i.e. the vertical offset of each
trace represents the circumferential offset of the corresponding sensor. The horizontal
axis is time in msec. The trace of the first sensor, which is at the bottom of each plot, is
repeated at the top for reference. The pressure perturbation is non-dimensionalized with
DH, the inlet dynamic head at the design point.
DH = I Pinlet, des (Uinlet, des 2 (3.1)
The top sub-plot is the raw data recorded with the high speed data acquisition
computer. This data is then post-processed using two filters. The second sub-plot is a
filtered data with 50 Hz low-pass filter and the bottom sub-plot is a filtered data with 100
Hz band-pass filter. Magnitudes of the filter transfer functions are shown in figure (3.1).
These filters were chosen to extract two modes observed in the PSD plot of the surge data
which will be presented in the next section. Zero-phase digital filtering is performed by
processing the input data in both forward and reverse directions in time. The resulting
sequence has precisely zero-phase distortion and double the filter order (filtfilt in [18]).
Scroll and combustor static pressure traces are plotted together. For example, see
figure (3.4). The same filters are used and filtered signals are plotted next to the original
signals. The vertical axis is non-dimensional pressure perturbations and the horizontal
axis is time in msec. Pressure perturbation is non-dimensionalized with DH.
Time Marching PSD Plot
To show the time evolution of frequency content, time marching PSD plots are used;
see figure (3.6). The x-axis is the frequency wo in Hz, y-axis is the time in msec, and z-
axis is the PSD magnitude. All the axes are in linear scales.
To calculate time marching PSD's, window length and number of fast Fourier
transforms per window are chosen as follows. Three sets of power spectral density are
calculated in a window of 512 data points and averaged to make one line of PSD. In
another words, a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is executed for 256 data points (nfft=256),
and 3 nfft's are overlapped by nfft/2 in the window of 512 points. The window of 512
points slides by 128 data points and another line of PSD is obtained. This procedure is
repeated to get a complete time marching PSD plot. The FFT length, nfft (256 data
points) is plotted on time trace plots as a reference (figure (3.3)). Frequency resolution is
Af = s = 15.625 Hz (3.2)
nfft
Although it sacrifices frequency resolution, small nfft is used to capture fast changes in
the data especially right before surge.
Spatial Fourier Coefficients (SFC's)
Five inlet static pressure signals are used to examine existence of spatially rotating
perturbations. We assume that the pressure perturbation SP at a given circumferential
location 0 can be expressed in the following form:
SP(o, t) = Re { ak(t).e (3.3)
where ak(t) is the spatial Fourier coefficient of the perturbation. The pressure perturbation
is decomposed into spatial Fourier coefficients (SFC's). If the sensors are equally spaced,
an approximation for ak(t) can be derived from a set of N circumferential measurements
of 3P by using spatial Fourier transform.
ak(t) = P(O,, t) -e'k o  (3.4)
Sn=
where N 2 2k+1 to obey Nyquist criterion for the mode k. Since the inlet sensors are not
equally spaced in this research, the pseudoinverse is used to calculate ak(t).
a,(t) e'01 e2;,. kil - pmv - 6P( t)
a2(t )  e2 P(02t) (3.5)
ak(t)J e . ..... ek, O L P(ON t)
Five inlet sensors (N=5) are used to decompose given pressure perturbations into zeroth,
first, and second modes.
Since the SFC's are complex except for the zeroth mode, they contain information on
both magnitude and phase of the given mode. The PSD of a complex SFC is not
symmetric about zero spatial frequency, co = 0. The direction of o is taken such that the
positive frequency is the direction of rotor spinning. So the PSD of positive frequency
subtracted by the PSD of negative frequency represents the PSD of a traveling wave at the
frequency w. If the PSD is positive, the wave travels in the direction of the rotor, and
vice versa.
3.1.2 Surge with Mean Air Injection
The presurge data at 95% Nlcorr with mean air injection* is presented in this
subsection. Mean air injection level is 3.3% (rico., exit)des . At 95% Nicorr, air injection is
turned on to the mean level. Water injection is then started to throttle the compressor
slowly to surge.
Speedline of 95% Nicorr with Mean Air Injection
The speedline with mean air injection is shown in figure (3.2). The compressor map is
based on the compressor exit corrected mass flow. As labeled in the figure (3.2), the first
data point is with 0% water injection. Note that this operating point is shifted toward the
surge line due to the effects of the 5-bar throttling orifices and the mean air injection. See
* In appendix A, another high speed data set taken in a different run, is presented as a reference.
t The design corrected mass flow at the compressor exit.
Al-Essa[12] for the details about the effects of the orifice and the mean air injection on
the steady operating point.
As the level of the water injection increases, the compressor is throttled and the
compressor exit corrected mass flow decreases. Although the nominal speedline provided
by the manufacturer has a negative slope, the measured speedline is flat. The same trend
was observed by Al-Essa[12]. Apparently, the water injection only has an effect of mass
flow displacement without changing the pressure ratio across the compressor.
The mean air injection may be one of the reasons for the flat speedline. A speedline
with an open inducer bleed must be measured to verify this.
Time Traces
Figure (3.3) is five inlet static pressure traces of the surge with mean air injection. The
low-pass filtered signals show 30 Hz oscillations starting at about -90 msec prior to
surge. The magnitude of the oscillations is about 0.4 DH. The 100 Hz band-pass filtered
signals show clear 100 Hz oscillations becoming stronger from about -300 msec prior to
surge. Scroll and combustor static pressure traces are shown in figure (3.4). The 30 Hz
oscillation observed in the inlet signals exists in both scroll and combustor signals. In the
surges with mean air injection, this low frequency oscillation lasts only for 1 or 2 cycles:
before surge is triggered. In contrast, large amplitude 100 Hz oscillations last for about
15-30 cycles before surge.
The 30 Hz oscillations upstream (inlet) and downstream of the compressor (scroll and
combustor) are 180 degrees out of phase (opposite sign). They appear as bumps at the
inlet and as dips at the scroll and combustor. If we assume that the forcing to this 30 Hz
mode is generated in the compressor, say by a sudden blockage due to a separation, the
static pressure at the face of the compressor will rise, decelerating the flow upstream of
the compressor. Since the diffusion effect through the compressor decreases due to the
See appendix A where another surge data set with mean air injection is presented.
separation, the pressure at the exit of the compressor will drop, which also decelerates the
flow downstream of the compressor. Now the pressure in the combustor drops because of
the decreased flow rate into the combustor. Based on this explanation, it can be
conjectured that this 30 Hz mode is 1-dimensional flow oscillations throughout the inlet
duct. This oscillatory event resonates at the natural frequency of the compression system.
Note that the initial directions of the 30 Hz static pressure perturbations at three locations
(inlet, scroll, & combustor) are the same as those of surge initiation, i.e. the static
pressure rises at the inlet and drops at the scroll and combustor. This 30 Hz mode is the
surge mode (so called mild surge or Helmholtz mode) which is characterized by 1-
dimensional oscillation of the fluid in the inlet duct. Discussions on the resonance
frequencies of the compression system is given in section 3.3.
As labeled in the low-pass filtered signal plots, the 30 Hz bump at the inlet leads the
30 Hz dip at the scroll by 7 msec. The 30 Hz dip at the scroll leads the 30 Hz dip at the
combustor by 1 msec. The large lag across the compressor is not clearly understood.
To further investigate the 100 Hz mode, regions with dotted lines in the 100 Hz band-
pass filtered signal plots are zoomed in and shown in figure (3.5). The amplitudes of the
static pressure traces are again non-dimensionalized with the inlet dynamic head at the
design point. Only the amplitude of the inlet trace is enlarged by 10 times to plot all the
signals in one figure. Unlike the 30 Hz surge mode, the 100 Hz mode appears as a
sinusoidal wave. The phase of the inlet signal is not flipped in the 100 Hz mode case,
which suggests that the 100 Hz mode is not related to a slug motion of the fluid in the
inlet duct. The 100 Hz mode simply propagates through the compression system.
Therefore, the 100 Hz mode is conjectured to be an acoustic mode that comes from an
acoustic resonance of the ducting. Since this frequency is within audible range, the
operators can hear the rumbling noise, when the 100 Hz high amplitude oscillations burst
before surge. From the fact that the combustor signal leads the scroll and inlet signals
(figure (3.5)), we may infer that the forcing to the 100 Hz mode is related to the
combustor. The acoustic resonance frequency analysis of the Allison engine is presented
in section 3.3. Table (3.1) shows the comparison between the estimated and observed
propagation time of a sonic wave. The estimated propagation time was the length
measurement from Al-Essa[12] divided by the sonic velocity in the duct. The large lag
across the compressor is not clearly understood.
propagation time estimate observation
between inlet and scroll 0.76 msec 3.5 msec
between scroll and combustor 2.0 msec 1.25 msec
Table (3.1) Comparison between the estimated and observed propagation time of
the sonic wave in the compression system
Although the 100 Hz mode is not a surge mode itself, it may be related to the surge
inception mechanism. The phase relation between the 30 Hz and the 100 Hz oscillations
is such that the two oscillations are added together to initiate the large amplitude static
pressure perturbation in the inlet raw signal plot (figure (3.3)). However, coupling
between the two modes are not clearly understood.
Time Marching PSD Plots
The zeroth, first, and second mode spatial Fourier coefficients of inlet static pressure
signals are plotted in the first column of figure (3.6). Note that the first and second mode
plots show the difference between PSD's of positive and negative frequencies. Both the
30 Hz and the 100 Hz oscillations are essentially one-dimensional perturbations at the
inlet. The zeroth mode shows rapid growth of 100 Hz from -250 msec and 30 Hz from
-70 msec. The continuous peak near 800 Hz in the first mode corresponds to the rotor
frequency. There is a rotating first mode disturbance near 700 Hz (- 88% NI) which
grows before surge. However, its amplitude is relatively small compared to the two zeroth
modes.
The scroll and combustor PSD's also show the 100 Hz growing oscillations before
surge. The 100 Hz acoustic mode is dominant in the scroll and combustor. The amplitude
of the low frequency oscillation near 30 Hz relative to the 100 Hz mode in the scroll and
combustor is smaller than in the inlet zeroth mode. In the scroll PSD, there is a second
harmonic of the 100 Hz acoustic mode near 200 Hz. Since the data is with steady mean
air injection, there is no valve action and the PSD of valve position remains zero.
3.2 Forced Response Test at 95% Nlcorr
3.2.1 Introduction
The transfer function of a plant provides the basic information required by linear
control theory. A linear compensator can be designed based on the transfer function of the
plant to change the dynamics of the system.
Figure (3.7) shows block diagram of elements that may have significant dynamics in
the frequency range of interest. Although other elements such as static pressure tap
dynamics and pressure transducer dynamics are included in the measurements, their
effects on the dynamic characteristic of the system are negligible because they have much
higher bandwidth than the frequency range of interest. The whole system in the broken
lines is treated as a plant that is to be controlled by the feedback compensator. Among the
high speed pressure sensors in the four different axial locations (i.e. inlet, vaneless space,
scroll, and combustor), averaged inlet and scroll measurements are used in controller
development.
Al-Essa [12] and Corn [16] found that sine wave sweep data were corrupted by high
levels of background noise in the engine running environment. Consequently, such sine
sweep data gave poor coherence over the entire range of frequencies. However, forcing at
fixed frequencies was determined to be excellent at disturbance rejection and improved
coherence of the measurement.
The transfer functions used in this thesis were obtained by post-processing a given set
of 15 second data recorded with each discrete frequency forcing. To estimate the transfer
function, which contains both information of magnitude and phase at the frequency,
spectrum.m [18] is used. spectrum.m calculates power spectral density and cross spectral
density for given input and output signals and uses them to estimate the transfer function
and coherence between two signals. The transfer function Gp is
Gp (0)= (3.6)Sun (O)
where Suy is cross spectral density between input u and output y, and Suu is power spectral
density of input u [18]. Information at the exact forcing frequencies in each data set is
extracted and combined to construct a transfer function over the whole frequency range.
To improve the accuracy of the method, forcing frequencies are carefully chosen, as
suggested in Corn [16], such that they coincide with the discrete values which correspond
to the resolution of the spectral decomposition in spectrum.m. Al-Essa [12] compared this
method with correlation analysis method described in Ljung [19]. The comparison
showed that transfer functions calculated with two methods match well up to 300 Hz
[12].
3.2.2 Measured Transfer Functions
A set of transfer function was measured at the steady operating point shown in figure
(3.8). The water injection level was 6.0% (rthorr, exit )des 26 discrete frequencies from 7 Hz
to 680 Hz were used in the forced response test. The amplitude of the sinusoidal forcing
fed to the high speed valve (valve command) was ±1.5 V. The useful valve command
range is ±8 V. See figure (2.9).
A transfer function from the valve command to the averaged inlet static pressure is
shown in figure (3.9). The gain rolls off quickly above 500 Hz and two points at the
higher frequencies are not shown in the figure. There are three peaks at about 30 Hz, 110
Hz, and 300 Hz. The 30 Hz and 110 Hz peaks correspond to the surge and acoustic
modes respectively. The high frequency peak was identified as a resonance in the inducer
bleed plenum (Al-Essa[12]). As shown in figure (3.6), this high frequency mode is not
relevant to the surge inception.
Figure (3.10) shows a transfer function from the valve command to the scroll static
pressure. In this transfer function, the 110 Hz acoustic mode is dominant and 30 Hz surge
mode is not observed clearly. There is also a high frequency peak at about 380 Hz. The
difference between the frequencies of the high frequency peaks in the averaged inlet and
scroll transfer functions is not clearly understood.
These two transfer functions are used to design compensators in chapter 4. The
transfer function fittings and corresponding pole-zero plots are also presented in the next
chapter.
3.3 Resonance Analysis
A resonance analysis for the Allison 250-C30P engine is presented in this section.
Estimated engine parameters are summarized in the first subsection. A lumped parameter
model is used to calculate the resonance frequency of the system. A distributed model is
then used and the results are compared with each other.
3.3.1 Engine Parameter Estimation
The geometry of the engine must be estimated to perform a resonance analysis. The
actual engine geometry is simplified under the modeling assumptions. Figure (3.11)
illustrates the difference between the actual geometry and the model geometry. In the
model the cross sectional area of the duct is constant and the equivalent length of the duct
is calculated from the duct length-to-area ratio
Ld= Ld 1 dx (3.7)
Ad Jo Ad(x)
The details on the derivation of equation (3.7) is discussed in McNulty[20].
Another assumption in the acoustic modeling is the choked NGV. If the NGV is
choked, the downstream dynamics is decoupled from the rest of the system, i.e. the
information downstream of the NGV can not propagate upstream. This assumption is
generally valid in a working gas turbine engine. The compressor is removed in the model
to simplify the analysis. Consequently, the model geometry is composed of a constant
area duct and a plenum.
component L/A Vp
inlet duct 0.227 inch-' (8.94 m )  -
impeller + vaneless space 0.371 inch-' (14.6 ml')
diffuser 0.455 inch-1 (17.9 m') -
scroll 1.71 inch 1' (67.3 m') -
discharge tubes 2.03 inch -1' (79.9 m -1) -
sides of combustor 283 inch3 (4.64e-3 m3)
combustor 541 inch 3 (8.87e-3 m3)
total 4.8 inch-' (189 m') 824 inch 3 (1.35e-2 m3 )
Table (3.2) Estimate of the engine geometry
parameter Td ad Pd Tp ap
estimate 500 K 445 m/s 4.7 kg/m 3 1000 K 630 m/s
Table (3.3) Estimate of the engine parameters
The geometry estimation is shown in table (3.2) (from Al-Essa[12]). The cross
sectional area of the compressor inlet is used as an equivalent area of the model geometry.
The estimated area is
Ad = 22.1 inch 2 = 1.43e - 2 m 2 (3.8)
The equivalent duct length becomes
Ld = A -tt Ad = 106 inch = 2.7 m
A total
(3.9)
Other required parameters are estimated and the results are shown in table (3.3). This is a
rough estimate at 95% Ncorr.
3.3.2 Lumped Parameter Model
In the lumped parameter model, the flow in the duct is assumed to be an
incompressible slug flow. So the duct flow only contributes to the inertia of the system
without any compliance. The plenum on the other hand is assumed as a component with a
pure compliance. The engine model becomes a Helmholtz resonator. The resonance
frequency of the resonator is called the Helmholtz frequency oH~.
Ad
( H p d (3.10)
See [21] for the derivation of the Helmholtz frequency. With the estimated parameters,
coH is 63 Hz, which is much higher than the measured surge mode near 30 Hz.
The assumption of incompressible flow in the duct is valid when [22]
(=R M) 1  << 1 (3.11)
The reduced frequency R is defined as
o.LOR = (3.12)
U
where M is Mach number, o is a frequency of the unsteadiness, L is a characteristic
length (i.e. duct length), a is a sonic velocity, and U is a characteristic velocity. With the
estimated parameters, ((co -L) / a)2 for 30 Hz unsteadiness is 1.3, which means that the
compressibility in the duct can not be ignored. So the duct should be modeled as a
component which has both the compliance and inertia. The next subsection presents a
distributed model analysis.
3.3.3 Distributed Model
Dynamics at the inlet and outlet of a given duct can be related through a transmission
matrix. The transmission matrix is derived from a 1-D wave equation assuming that the
amplitudes of the perturbations are small. Perturbations at each end of a constant area
duct in figure (3.12) are linked with a transmission matrix as follows [23,12].
F d cos(wL d ) dSin(Ld/d (3.13)
pdadUo= jsin(oLd / ad) cos((oLd /ad)]LPdadU 1
Boundary conditions at both ends must be specified. The plenum sets the boundary
condition at the outlet of the duct. The mass conservation with an isentropic process
assumption for a perfect gas in the plenum yields
d= pdAdap U, (3.14)
dt V
Therefore an impedance Z1 at x=Ld can be defined as
Z, == pAda (3.15)
U1  jo .V
To represent the atmosphere, it is assumed that a plenum with an infinitely large volume
is connected at the inlet of the duct, i.e. no matter what the velocity perturbation is, the
pressure at the inlet is constant. So the impedance at the inlet of the duct Zo=O or P0 = 0.
Using the definition of the impedance, equation (3.13) becomes
[Zcos(wmLd / ad )+ padsin(oLd / ad -Zo U,( 0
jZsin(wLd /ad)+ pdadcos((owLd /ad) -Pdad Uo  0
Since Zo=O, the characteristic equation of the system is
Zlcos(oLd / ad)+ jPdadSin(OLd / ad) = 0 (3.17)
The resonance frequencies of the system are the solutions of the characteristic equation
and they can be determined by plotting the inverse magnitude of the left hand side of the
characteristic equation. Figure (3.13) shows the inverse magnitude plot of the left hand
side of the characteristic equation evaluated with the estimated engine parameters at 95%
Nlcorr. There are peaks at 35 Hz, 107 Hz and so on. This simple distributed parameter
model analysis predicts the first two resonance frequencies with a reasonable error.
3.3.4 Summary of Resonance Analysis
A simple resonance analysis, which is based on the estimated engine geometry and
parameters, was presented in this section. The surge mode at 30 Hz is overestimated
when the compressibility in the duct is ignored. When the compressibility in the duct is
taken into account, both the surge mode and the acoustic mode can be predicted. Table
(3.4) summarizes the results of the resonance analysis.
measurement lumped parameter distributed model
surge mode 30 Hz 63 Hz 35 Hz
acoustic mode 100 Hz 107 Hz
Table (3.4) Summary ofresonance analysis
Because of the high temperature in the combustor, the resonance frequency is higher
in a working engine than in a test rig where the temperature in the plenum is low.
Consequently, equation (3.11), the condition for the incompressible flow assumption in
the duct is not met any more. For example, if the relevant frequency were 10 Hz as in the
turbocharger rig used in [7,8], ((o -L) / a)2 would be 0.15 and the flow in the duct could
be assumed as incompressible. The McNulty's model and analysis§ can not be applied to
the Allison 250-C30 engine and must be extended to incorporate the compressibility in
the duct to be used to evaluate or design surge control strategies for this engine.
3.4 Summary of System Identification
The Allison 250-C30 engine presurge dynamics along 95% Nlcor, with mean air
injection have been studied in this chapter. Presurge data with mean air injection taken
prior to surge were investigated using several different post-processing techniques. The
§ McNulty's lumped parameter model only has a Helmholtz mode. The acoustic mode seems to play an
important role in the Allison 250-C30 engine surge inception and must be included in the model.
transfer functions derived from the forced response test were presented. Finally, the
results from the resonance analysis were discussed.
The two major modes were identified from the presurge data analysis and the forced
response test; one at 30 Hz and the other at 100 Hz. The 30 Hz mode is the surge mode
which accompanies 1-dimensional oscillation of the flow in the duct, whereas the 100 Hz
mode is an acoustic mode due to acoustic waves traveling through the duct. It seems that
the 100 Hz acoustic mode somehow triggers the 30 Hz surge mode. Both resonance
frequencies have been predicted using a distributed model for the duct.
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Chapter 4
Feedback Control
The baseline condition of the plant that is to be stabilized using unsteady air injection
modulation is 95% Nco,,, with mean air injection (about 3.3% (rcor, exit )des *). The presurge
data analysis and forced response tests at this baseline condition identified two major
modes which become less damped as the compressor is throttled toward surge; one near
30 Hz and the other near 100 Hz. Different compensators were studied to develop a
controller that can suppress both modes without exciting other modes. The controller
must be robust over a considerable range on the 95% NicoV speed line, because the plant
dynamics change as the operating point changes.
4.1 Introduction
Details on the control law implementation equipment are described in chapter 2.
Figure (4.1) shows a block diagram of the control system. The plant transfer function
G,(s) includes the dynamics of the valve, air supply system, engine, and anti-aliasing
filter as shown in figure (3.7). To eliminate the DC (mean value) in the measured signals
y(s), a high-pass filter is added in the control algorithm. Different orders of high-pass
filters (2nd or 4th order Butterworth filter) are used in each case to meet the specific
requirements of the compensator.
Delay across the control computer is also important in controller design. Especially at
high frequencies, the effect of computational time delay on the phase becomes larger and
* The design corrected mass flow at the compressor exit.
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can not be ignored. Time delay is measured using a Hewlett Packard dynamic signal
analyzer with the control computer running calculations for the control algorithm. The
time constant of the delay, z is determined by fitting the measured delay transfer function
with a pure time delay, D(s) = e-". Typical delay is between 0.78 msec to 1.0 msec
depending on the amount of calculations performed. Figure (4.2) shows an example; 1.0
msec delay measurement and its fit. The magnitude of the measured transfer function
starts to drop near the Nyquist frequency of the A/D board (- 1000 Hz). This is not a
problem because we are interested in the frequencies below 200 - 300 Hz.
Once V is estimated, the phase of the time delay can be added to the phase of plant
transfer function Gp(J o) which is measured at discrete frequencies o, using e- ". The
overall measured transfer function with added time delay is then fitted with a certain
number of poles and zeros. Now the measured transfer function is converted into a
polynomial form which can be used to design a control law with linear control theory. An
example of the transfer function fit can be found in section 4.4.1.
K(s) in the block diagram of figure (4.1) is the compensator implemented in the
control computer. In a constant gain controller, K(s) is a constant and does not vary with
the frequency. However, in a dynamic controller, it becomes a function of frequency. The
output from the compensator is connected to the plant using negative feedback.
The compensator K(s) is designed based on the transfer function Gt(s), which includes
not only the plant dynamics but also the time delay across the control computer and the
high-pass filter.
Gt(s) = Gp(s) -D(s) G{s) (4.1)
The polynomial transfer function Gp(s) -D(s), which is estimated by transfer function
fitting as mentioned above, is multiplied by designed high-pass filter G(s) to get Gt(s).
4.2 Constant Gain Controller
This section describes constant gain feedback control with the average of three inlet
static pressure sensors as an input to the controller. Constant gain controller is simple and
easy to implement.
Figure (4.3) is the transfer function Gt(s) for the inlet sensors. Figure (4.4) shows
corresponding root locus which predicts new locations of the poles with negative constant
feedback as the gain increases. It is desired that the first two peaks in the transfer
function, i.e. the 30 Hz and 100 Hz modes, be suppressed with feedback control. The root
locus plot predicts that the 30 Hz mode is stabilized with constant gain feedback.
However, the 100 Hz mode is destabilized as the gain increases. The four poles near the
origin are the 4th order high-pass filter; they are excited by the feedback and become less
damped at about 10 Hz. A high frequency pole at about 370 Hz is also excited by the
feedback.
Figure (4.5) compares two power spectral densities at the same operating point. Water
injection level is about 6.0% (thorr, exit )des The PSD's are calculated from 15 second data
sets. One is the baseline data with mean air injection (no control) and the other is with
controller on. Controller gain was tuned at 20. In the averaged inlet signals, the 30 Hz
mode is more damped and there are growing peaks at 10, 100, and 370 Hz as predicted in
the root locus plot. The three sharp peaks in the PSD plots are due to vibrations.
Corresponding sources are indicated in the figure. In the averaged vaneless space signals
and the scroll signal, the 100 Hz peaks are raised slightly by the feedback.
Constant gain feedback can not suppress all the modes at the same time. Although the
predicted result is observed in the inlet measurements with which the controller was
designed, the effect of the controller is relatively small at the vaneless space and the
scroll.
4.3 Pole-Zero Placement
A compensator based on pole-zero placement which was designed by Professor James
Paduano was implemented and tested. The input to the controller is the average of three
inlet sensors, as in the constant gain feedback case. Figure (4.6) is the bode plot of the
compensator K(s) with gain 8. Magnitude has a peak at around 100 Hz which makes the
actuator respond sensitively to the 100 Hz perturbation. The idea is to stabilize the 100
Hz mode before the other modes get excited by the controller. The compensator is
composed of two pairs of poles and two pairs of zeros.
The root locus of the overall system Gt(s) is shown in figure (4.7). It shows the
original locations of the poles (X) and new locations with feedback gain of 8 (+). Poles
and zeros that are introduced by the compensator K(s) are labeled as cp (for compensator
pole) and cz (for compensator zero). As the gain increases the pole added by the
compensator at low frequency becomes less damped (- 40 Hz). There is a compensator
pole right on top of the plant zero near 100 Hz so that they cancel each other.
Consequently the plant pole at 100 Hz migrates toward the compensator zero which is
more damped than the plant zero next to the pole. At 270 Hz, there is a pole that becomes
less damped with feedback.
PSD plots of control on and control off cases processed also from 15 second data sets
are compared in figure (4.8). Water injection level is 5.7% (hcorr, exit )des. The inlet
measurements follow the predicted trends. With this pole-zero placement controller, the
100 Hz mode is decreased by 5 dB at the inlet. However, the effect of the controller gets
smaller as the location of the measurement moves downstream of the actuation. There is
only a small change (- 1 dB) of the 100 Hz mode in the scroll. The compensator excites a
low frequency peak at about 36 Hz. About 10 seconds after the data set with control on
was taken, the engine surged due to the low frequency excitation.
4.4 Linear Quadratic Gaussian Controller
A linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller was designed based on the transfer
function of the scroll sensor. This section presents the overview of the LQG controller
design and the experimental results of the feedback control.
4.4.1 Plant Model Generation
A polynomial model of the plant is required as an input to the LQG controller design.
The predicted time delay D(j w) at discrete frequencies a is multiplied by the measured
discrete frequency scroll transfer function Gp( c ). (Gp(j ) -D(i o)) is then fitted with 8
zeros and 10 poles to obtain a polynomial representation of (Gp(s) -D(s)). Figure (4.9)
shows discrete data and its fit on a Bode plot. The last two data points at high frequency
are not used in the phase fit to make the model simple, i.e. low order. Corresponding
locations of poles and zeros are plotted in figure (4.10).
To make the controller effective when the plant becomes marginally stable, the plant
dynamics obtained based on the transfer function measurement are extrapolated by
moving the poles of two modes. The locations of the poles are determined using the
information from the presurge data (figure (4.10)). The resulting transfer function of the
less damped plant is plotted in figure (4.9) with a broken line. This new set of poles and
zeros, which represent the plant dynamics at the marginally stable point, is the input to
the LQG controller design algorithm.
4.4.2 High-Pass Filter
The LQG controller design algorithm constructs a dynamic compensator with the
same number of poles as the given plant such that the compensator minimizes the area
under the closed-loop transfer function, which generally improves the dynamic
characteristic of the plant by reducing resonance peaks. If a high-pass filter is added in the
plant dynamics and the overall transfer function is used to design an LQG controller, the
LQG controller tries to flatten the low frequency end which conflicts with the purpose of
the high-pass filter. The order of the compensator is increased by the number of poles in
the filter, which is not desirable either, because the amount of calculation in the control
PC is roughly proportional to the square of the compensator's order. So the high-pass
filter should be added after the LQG controller design. The effect of the filter on the
phase at the frequencies of interest must be minimized so that it does not distort the
phase.
To minimize phase distortion due to the filter, the order of the filter is decreased.
Figure (4.11) is the Bode plot of the designed high-pass filter. A second order
Butterworth filter is used. Phase distortion at 10 Hz is about 8 degrees. There are two
zeros at the origin and two poles at -4.4429±4.4429i.
4.4.3 LQG Design and Implementation
The LQG controller consists of two parts; a control law for full-state feedback and an
optimum observer which provides state estimate. The separation principle allows control
law and observer to be designed without regard for each other and then combined to form
the overall compensator[24]. According to the separation principle, the poles of the
closed-loop system comprise the poles of the plant with full-state feedback and the poles
of the observer.
As mentioned above, the polynomial transfer function of (Gp(s) D(s)) is the process
for which the LQG controller is designed. (Gp(s)- D(s)) is transformed to a state space
representation and A, B, C, and D matrices are acquired. Assuming that all the states are
available, a full-state feedback control law u= -Kx is designed with the Matlab[25]
function lqry. With inputs of A, B, C, D, Q, and R, lqry calculates the optimal feedback
gain matrix K such that the feedback control law u= -Kx minimizes the cost function
J = s(yTQy + uTRu) dt (4.2)
subject to the constraint equation
x. = Ax + Bu, y = Cx + Du (4.3)
by solving the algebraic Riccati equation[25]. Two inputs, Q and R are determined by
trial and error to place the closed-loop poles at the desired locations without saturating the
actuator. Large Q means smaller peaks in measurement y and large R forces smaller
actuator usage by weighting u in the cost function.
As a second step, a steady state Kalman filter is designed to estimate states from
given measurements, y. The Matlab[25] function lqe is used. With the information on the
process noise and measurement noise statistics (Q and R), lqe returns the gain matrix L
such that the stationary Kalman filter
x = A- + Bu + L(y - C - Du) (4.4)
produces 2, an optimal estimate of the state x. As in the control law design, two inputs, Q
and R are used to shape the observer.
Once the feedback gain matrix K and Kalman gain matrix L are obtained, the LQG
controller can be formed. The Matlab[25] function reg does this with inputs of A, B, C, D,
K, and L. The resulting state-space representation of the controller is
= (A - BK - LC + LDK)£ + Ly (4.5)
u = - Kx
Figure (4.12) shows the block diagram of the control system using the LQG controller.
The state-space matrices of the LQG controller have now been obtained. Since the
LQG controller is designed without a high-pass filter, a high-pass filter is added before
the loop is closed. Open and closed-loop Bode plots of the overall system which includes
G,(s), D(s), and Gf(s), are shown in figure (4.13). The corresponding pole-zero plot is in
figure (4.14). Small X's are the open-loop poles, and large X's are the closed-loop poles.
There are 10 poles in the open-loop plant, and 2 more poles are introduced by the high-
pass filter. In the closed-loop, 10 more poles are added by the observer. Consequently, the
close-loop system has 20 poles plus 2 poles from the high-pass filter. As shown in figure
(4.13) and (4.14), the LQG controller suppresses the peaks in the scroll transfer function
and increases the damping of both 30 Hz and 100 Hz modes in theory.
To implement the LQG controller in the control computer, state-space matrices which
were designed in continuous domain should be transformed into discrete domain. The
Matlab[25] function c2d is used to discretize the designed controller at the sampling rate
of 1957 Hz with a prewarping. The transfer function across the control computer is then
measured using Hewlett Packard dynamic signal analyzer and compared with the design.
See figure (4.15). Implemented controller matches the design well up to 400 Hz.
4.4.4 Experimental Result
The water injection was increased up to 6.5% (c, ex,,)des,,, where two sets of high
speed data were taken; one with controller on and the other with controller off. The water
injection was brought down to 0%, and slowly increased to induce surge while the data
acquisition computers were recording steady state and high speed data.
High Speed Data
To examine the effect of the LQG controller, 15 sec of high speed data sets were
recorded and analyzed. At 95% Nco, the compressor is throttled with water injection.
The water injection level is set to about 6.5% (rhco, ex,t)des, which is very close to surge,
and two data sets are obtained; open-loop baseline data with mean air injection and
closed-loop data with LQG controller on. Figure (4.16) shows PSD plots of inlet,
vaneless space, and scroll sensors with and without LQG controller. Although a large
effect of the LQG controller on the scroll static pressure was predicted in theory,
measurements show little effect of the controller on the PSD of the scroll static pressure.
However, in the PSD plot of averaged inlet sensors, the 100 Hz mode is reduced with the
LQG controller by 12 dB. The low frequency mode around 20 Hz is shifted to 40 Hz and
the magnitude of the peak is increased by 2 dB at the inlet.
Presurge data of the closed-loop system is then analyzed to examine the system's
behavior before surge. Figure (4.17) shows time traces of the inlet sensors and two
additional plots of filtered signals. The 100 Hz mode is very well suppressed until it starts
to grow at about -170 msec before surge. The level of low frequency oscillations are
slightly higher than in the mean air injection case. The surge with LQG controller is
initiated without the presurge bursting 30 Hz perturbation, while the baseline presurge
data shows 1 or 2 cycles of the bursting 30 Hz perturbations prior to surge. Time traces of
the scroll and combustor static pressures in figure (4.18) show that the 100 Hz
perturbations still exist prior to surge.
Figure (4.19) contains the time marching PSD plots. Inlet plots show that the 100 Hz
zeroth mode grows before surge. The inlet zeroth mode plot also shows that a low
frequency peak at about 10 Hz suddenly increases prior to surge. In the time trace (figure
(4.20)) of inlet signals, there is a rotating first mode disturbance of 700 Hz bursting about
-10 msec before surge. This bursting 700 Hz first mode is barely seen in figure (4.19)
because nfft is relatively large to capture this short burst. If nfft is smaller than 256,
frequency resolution becomes too poor. Due to this reason, time marching PSD plots
must be carefully used with time trace plots. In figure (4.19), the scroll and combustor
plots also show growing 100 Hz mode. Major valve action is apparent at 100 Hz.
Figure (4.21) shows the valve command and position from the LQG controller plotted
for 550 msec before surge. The valve command is saturated at about -180 msec due to
the D/A board output range. The valve position is limited at about ±5 V. The actuation is
not powerful enough to suppress the 100 Hz acoustic mode.
Steady State Data
The speedline with the LQG controller is shown in figure (4.22). The speedline of the
baseline case is plotted together for comparison. The water injection is slowly increased
to surge the engine. Near the surge point, the speedline with the LQG controller shows
higher pressure ratio than the baseline case. The corrected speeds (Nlcof) of the last 9 data
points for the both cases are plotted in figure (4.23). The LQG controller case does have
higher corrected speeds near surge by 0.3%-0.5%. However, it is not clear if the higher
Nicorr was the only cause of the higher pressure ratio in the LQG controller speedline. The
stable operating range was not extended with the LQG controller.
4.5 Cancellation
The sophisticated LQG controller was not able to prevent the 100 Hz mode from
growing before surge. A simple way of suppressing 100 Hz mode, which is less sensitive
to the changing plant dynamics, was studied. Active noise control often uses cancellation
methods. The basic idea is to generate an anti-noise perturbations with a proper phase and
magnitude to cancel out a given noise.
4.5.1 Overview of Cancellation
To generate anti-disturbance pressure fluctuations with air injection, we need a source
signal. Scroll static pressure is used as a source signal to cancel the 100 Hz disturbance
because it contains strong 100 Hz oscillations and is close-coupled to the compressor.
Figure (4.24) shows the structure of the compensator -K(s) for the cancellation. -K(s) is
the compensator block in figure (4.1). The scroll signal is first filtered with a 100 Hz
band-pass filter. The phase of the filtered signal is then shifted using a time delay. Gain is
adjusted to set the magnitude of anti-disturbace action.
Because the scroll static pressure signal has frequency content other than the
dominant 100 Hz oscillation, a band-pass filter was implemented in the control algorithm
before the signal was used as a source. Three filters were tested; a sharp band-pass filter,
a smooth band-pass filter, and direct use without filter. The problem with a sharp band-
pass filter is that the phase changes steeply in the pass band. For example, the phase
change between 90 Hz and 100 Hz is about 50 degrees. This steep phase change makes it
difficult to set the right phase to cancel a broad 100 Hz signal which is spread between 90
Hz and 120 Hz. On the other hand, if the scroll signal is fedback directly without a band-
pass filter, feedback excites other high frequency modes.
Best results were achieved with a smooth band-pass filter. Figure (4.25) shows the
Bode plot of the filter. It cuts off other frequencies reasonably with smaller phase
distortions. The phase difference between 90 Hz and 100 Hz is now about 15 degrees.
The filter is designed with 2 pairs of poles and 2 pairs of zeros.
The phase of the source signal is shifted such that the generated perturbation cancels
the existing disturbance. A simple way to shift the phase is to introduce a time delay.
Unlike the 30 Hz oscillation, the 100 Hz oscillation is repeated many times before surge.
Therefore, the time delay of one period minus the desired lead can be used to obtain the
effect of lead. The filtered scroll signal is stored in a buffer and sent out after a specified
time delay 6. Although it is possible to develop an algorithm that adjusts the time delay
8 by itself such that it minimizes a certain cost function, 8 is tuned experimentally using
a dynamic signal analyzer and post-processed data. The major criterion is the ability to
suppress the 100 Hz mode so that it does not grow before surge. A time delay of 7Ts
(sampling period) was chosen. Figure (4.26) illustrates a 7Ts delay applied to a 100 Hz
input. For 100 Hz, 7Ts delay corresponds to 110 degrees phase shift and 3.07 msec delay.
The signal with shifted phase is then multiplied by a gain which adjusts the amplitude
of the output. The output from the cancellation algorithm is then fed into the high speed
valve. Data presented in this thesis is with gain 20.
4.5.2 Experimental Result
The same experimental procedure as in section 4.4.4 was followed, and the results are
presented in the following.
High Speed Data
Open-loop and closed-loop PSD's at an operating point near surge are plotted in figure
(4.27). Water injection level is about 6.5% (hcorr, exit )des. In the averaged inlet PSD plot,
the 100 Hz peak is reduced by 3 dB which is smaller than the results of the LQG
controller. However, in the vaneless space, the reduction is about 7 dB. This is the best
result in the vaneless space among all the controllers tested. 3 dB reduction of the 100 Hz
mode is achieved in the scroll PSD.
Figure (4.28) shows the closed-loop surge time trace of inlet static pressures. The 100
Hz mode is not growing at the inlet. At about -110 msec, the amplitude of the 30 Hz
mode becomes large. Figure (4.28) shows that the 100 Hz mode in the scroll and
combustor is suppressed with cancellation compared to the open-loop surge in figure
(3.4). Although the 100 Hz mode is suppressed considerably, there still exist bursts of
100 Hz disturbances before surge.
Figure (4.30) shows time marching PSD plots. There is no growing 100 Hz mode in
the inlet PSD's. The zeroth mode of the low frequency oscillation near 30 Hz becomes
larger before surge. The first mode 700 Hz rotating perturbation also exists at the inlet.
Unlike the open-loop surge, the 100 Hz mode in the scroll does not grow and is
suppressed well by the feedback. In the combustor, the 100 Hz mode does not grow
rapidly as in open-loop surge. However, the 100 Hz mode is not eliminated completely
with the feedback. The PSD of the valve position shows a lot of valve action at 100 Hz.
Steady State Data
Figure (4.31) shows the speedline with the cancellation plotted with the open-loop
speedline. There is no significant effect of the feedback control on the speedline.
4.6 Summary of Feedback Control
Four different control laws have been designed and tested using air injection through
the inducer bleed slots. The four control schemes were constant gain control using the
average of inlet static pressure sensors, pole-zero placement control using the same
sensors, LQG control using the scroll sensor, and cancellation using the scroll sensor.
None of the controllers could eliminate both modes, which seem to be important in
the surge inception, from the compression system. Although the feedback control was
observed to affect the static pressure PSD's near the actuator (inlet and vaneless space), it
did not show significant changes in the compressor downstream static pressure PSD's
(scroll and combustor).
In the LQG controller, the linear control theory predicted a notable increase in the
damping of the two modes. The scroll PSD showed little change, while the 100 Hz peak
at the inlet was greatly reduced. The compression system does not behave linearly. This
may be because the amplitude of the acoustic mode is too large downstream of the
compressor to be controlled using the current actuator in the linear regime.
The actuation was saturated prior to surge with the LQG controller. This shows that
the current actuation scheme is either inefficient or lacks sufficient power to suppress the
100 Hz acoustic mode which seems to be generated downstream of the compressor.
The cancellation was the best among the controllers tested in suppressing the 100 Hz
acoustic mode downstream of the compressor. However, the cancellation could not
completely eliminate the 100 Hz mode, either. Due to the high gain, the valve command
was saturated as in the LQG controller.
The steady state measurements showed that none of the controller extended the stable
operating range of the engine.
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Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusions, and
Recommendations
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
Active surge control in a helicopter gas turbine engine has been studied
experimentally. The operating line was moved toward the surge line with throttling
orifices inserted between the compressor and the combustor. Water injection has been
used between the compressor and the throttling orifices to adjustably throttle the
compressor.
The actuation for active control has been achieved by modulating air injection through
the inducer bleed slots using a high speed valve. Both the steady state and high speed data
have been measured and analyzed to identify presurge dynamics and the effect of the
controllers.
To design control laws, system identification has been done for the baseline case, i.e.
with the steady mean air injection. The presurge high speed data analysis and the forced
response tests showed that two modes become less damped as the surge approaches; one
at 30 Hz and the other at 100 Hz.
A resonance analysis with the estimated engine parameters has been discussed. It was
found that the lumped parameter model is not applicable to this engine because the
compressibility in the duct is not negligible. The distributed model was able to predict
both resonance frequencies observed in the engine.
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The presurge high speed data analysis indicated that the 30 Hz mode is a surge mode
which is directly related to 1-dimensional oscillation of the fluid throughout the
compression system. This mode has been long known as the mild surge or Helmholtz
mode, and considered as the major precursor of surge in centrifugal compressor rigs.
However, two different characteristics of this mode were identified in this research. First,
the compressibility in the duct must be taken into account to predict the resonance
frequency. In the engine, this unsteady phenomenon can not be modeled as an
incompressible slug motion of the fluid. Second, this mode does not show linearly
growing presurge oscillations as in the test rigs. The resonant oscillations of this mode in
the engine (at high speed) appear as short bursts lasting only for 1 or 2 cycles prior to
surge.
There is an acoustic resonance at 100 Hz, conceivably excited by the combustion
noise. This mode lasts for about 15-30 cycles prior to surge. This 100 Hz acoustic mode
may be important in the surge inception mechanism of the engine.
Feedback control laws have been designed based on the information acquired from
the system identification. The test results have been analyzed with post-processing
techniques similar to those used in system identification.
The designed LQG controller using the scroll static pressure sensor was predicted by
linear control theory to be able to increase the damping of the two modes. However, the
effect of the feedback control was limited to the near-actuator region, and the scroll PSD
downstream of the compressor was not changed. The surge inception data showed that
the actuator was saturated prior to surge due to the large amplitude 100 Hz oscillations.
At the inlet, the 100 Hz oscillation, which was well suppressed before the saturation,
rapidly grows and the surge was triggered without the 30 Hz bursts observed in the
baseline case, i.e. the surge mode did not show the precursory bursting oscillations. The
inlet PSD indicated that low frequencies were excited by the controller. The LQG
controller confirmed that forcing of the 100 Hz acoustic mode exists downstream of the
compressor, and the system does not behave linearly with the current actuator.
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A disturbance cancellation technique, using the scroll static pressure sensor, has also
been experimentally tuned and tested. The main objective of this controller was to cancel
the strong 100 Hz acoustic mode downstream of the compressor. Although the amplitude
of the 100 Hz oscillations in the scroll and combustor prior to surge was reduced, the
cancellation could not completely eliminate the acoustic resonance.
None of the feedback control laws could extend the stable operating range of the
compression system.
5.2 Recommendations
To identify the role of the 100 Hz acoustic mode in the surge inception, the actuation
scheme must be redesigned so that it can eliminate the 100 Hz oscillations. The actuator
must be placed downstream of the compressor where the forcing to the acoustic mode
exists. All the successful previous surge control research in centrifugal compressor rigs
have used compressor back pressure modulations, which may suggests that back pressure
modulation is the most effective actuation scheme for surge control in a centrifugal
machine. The current actuation only has an ability to force the system, and it does not
either energize a low momentum fluid in the compressor nor relieve the back pressure to
defer the inception of the instability. To apply the first concept, a detailed fluid
measurements must be performed to find the exact locations where the energization is
required to accelerate the low momentum fluid. However, the geometrical restrictions in
the engine may not allow the necessary modifications to accommodate the actuator.
Whereas, this specific engine has enough space to fit an actuator for a back pressure
modulation.
Unlike in the low speed centrifugal compressor rigs, the precursory oscillations of the
surge mode do not grow linearly prior to surge. The surge mode remains calm and
suddenly bursts 1 or 2 cycles prior to surge. If the surge mode is excited by the actuator,
there is not even 1 cycle of the precursor and the surge is initiated abruptly. Therefore, a
linear controller may not be able to capture the short burst and take an action before the
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surge is triggered. A nonlinear controller may be essential to control the surge at high
speed. However, the surge at 85% Nlcorr,,, accompanies many cycles of the surge mode
oscillations[ 12], and a linear controller may be useful to extend the stable operating range
near this pinch point.
A rigorous model for the engine, which includes not only the compressibility in the
duct but also the compressor, the throttling orifices, the inlet boundary conditions and so
on, must be developed to better understand the unsteady presurge behavior of the engine,
especially the lag across the compressor. This model can also be used to determine
alternative actuation schemes and to design a nonlinear controller.
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Appendix A
High Speed Data of Baseline Surge
As mentioned in chapter 3, a high speed data set of another surge event with mean air
injection taken from a different run, is presented in this appendix. The compressor was
not throttled systematically* when this surge was triggered. Figure (A.1) shows the time
traces of inlet static pressures. There are two cycles of the surge mode bursting prior to
surge. The general trend is similar to the one that was presented in chapter 3. Figure (A.2)
shows the time traces of the scroll and combustor. The 100 Hz oscillation lasts for about
15 cycles prior to surge. The time marching PSD plots are shown in figure (A.3). Again,
the major two modes at the inlet are the one dimensional 30 Hz and 100 Hz modes. Note
that the shaft speed was changing slightly for some reason. The PSD's of the scroll and
combustor show the similar trend.
* The throttling to trigger this surge was started after other tests had been performed at a certain level of
water injection.
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Figure (A.1) Time traces of inlet static pressures. Surge with mean air injection.
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Figure (A.2) Time traces ofscroll and combustor static pressures.
Surge with mean air injection.
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Time marching PSD plots. Surge with mean air injection.
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